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This paper focuses on air and fuel flow path optimizations for a specific 20 cells modular stack
operated in both co- and counter-flow arrangement patterns. Stack uniformity index is used to
characterize air (or fuel) flow distribution quality among the piled 20 cell units. Standard deviation
factor for the mass flow rates obtained by rib channels is adopted to present the flow distribution
quality over each cell surface. Then, the effect of the geometric parameters, such as air and fuel
manifold configurations, manifold radii, feed and exhaust header widths, on the flow distribution
qualities within the specific stack design are studied to achieve the optimized choice for both co- and
counter-flow arrangement patterns. Predicted result shows that the best counter-flow arrangement
pattern for the 20 cells stack is that 2in3out manifold configurations for both air and fuel flow paths.
The best co-flow arrangement pattern for the 20 cells stack is that 2in3out manifold configuration for
air flow path and 3in2out manifold configuration for fuel flow path. Proper fuel/air flow manifold radii
and feed/exhaust header widths for different flow distribution qualities within the specific 20-cell stack
are also provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Planar solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is considered to be one of the promising power conversion
devices due to the advantages of fuel flexibility [1], compactness [2-4], high volumetric and
gravimetric power densities [5-7], and so on. Fig. 1 shows a typical planar SOFC stack design [8], in
which several unit cells are connected in series. The structure of this planar SOFC stack is composed
of three important parts: i) membrane electrode assembly (MEA), which includes porous cathode,
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dense electrolyte and porous anode [9-11]. This is the core part of the SOFC to convert the chemical
energy of reactants into electric energy directly [12-14]; ii) the interconnect plate. It consists of many
parallel channel dugs in both upside and downside. Thus, it can be divided into three components:
interconnect, solid ribs and rib channels. A proper interconnect plate in a SOFC stack should satisfy
two major functions: a) collect and conduct the produced current within each MEA; b) separate the
fuel and oxidant flows and respectively distribute them over the MEA; iii) inlet and outlet manifolds.
Taking the stack design in Fig. 1 as an example, five manifolds are aligned in both sides of the
interconnect plate, respectively. Thus, this stack structure can support both the counter- and co-flow
arrangement designs.

Figure 1. Illustration of a typical planar SOFC stack design, which can be operated in both co- and
counter-flow arrangement patterns.
One challenge in developing the planar SOFC technology is to achieve and maintain a high
performance during the entire stack lifetime. In the past decade, a large number of SOFC stack
configurations have been proposed [15-17] and analyzed through analytical [18, 19], numerical [2022] and experimental [23-27] approaches. The flow transport mechanics within the SOFC stack were
well studied, and many valuable guidelines for the stack structure design were obtained. Boersma and
Sammes [28] proposed a primitive analytical model to predict the flow distribution conditions along
the height of a fuel cell stack. The gas-phase fluid transport was represented using a number of
hydraulic resistances that were linked in series or parallel. Ko had optimized the fuel flow rate to
improve the stability of the Ni-based SOFC [29]. The assembly process was well simulated by a 3D
large scale model to obtain the distribution of stress and deformation of fuel cell stack components
[30]. Recknagle had compared the flow and temperature distributing characteristics of the cross-flow,
counter-flow and co-flow stack designs, respectively [31]. Although the stack with cross-flow
configuration had many outstanding advantages, it might suffer from the highest temperature gradient.
There exists “hot island” located at the corner between the fuel inlet and air outlet, and the minimum of
fuel concentration would be founded at its diagonal side. For both the counter- and co-flow
configurations, the temperatures would increase along their air flowing directions [32].
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In the past decades, most of the efforts were focused on optimizing many specific SOFC stacks,
in which dozens of fuel cell units were piled in a large scale stack to achieve high voltage and power
outputs [33]. It is necessary to mention that these types of large scale stacks would suffer from some
disadvantage in repairing and maintaining stable power output, especially while any cell unit or
component within the large scale stack fails. A modular short SOFC stack with 0.5~1.5 kW power
output may have a great potential to commercialize the SOFC stacks [34]. Obviously, once modular
short SOFC stack can be standardized with a proper cell number (or output power), many auxiliary
systems, such as heat and electric managements and fuel/air supply systems, would be designed and
optimized independently in the near future. Furthermore, the performance comparisons among
different planar SOFC stack designs will become convenient because of the similar stack scale
requirement.
In this work, three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation for the fuel/air
flow paths within a 20 cells modular SOFC stack is developed to optimize both the fuel and air flow
distribution paths for both counter- and co-flow arrangement patterns. The optimization process
considers the uniformities of flow distributions in two scale levels, among piled cell units and over
each unit cell surfaces, respectively. Several geometric parameters, such as the air/fuel flow manifold
configurations, manifold sizes, feed/exhaust header sizes, etc. are investigated. The optimized results
would be useful for providing generality in practical application of developing modular planar SOFC
stacks that are operated in co- or counter-flow arrangement.

2. THEORY AND SIMULATION
2.1. 3D Flow paths within the modular SOFC stacks
This paper focus on a typical 20 cells modular SOFC stack with 100 mm×107.5 mm MEA area,
and five manifold holes in each side of the interconnect plate. As shown in Fig. 1, red arrows indicate
fuel-flow directions.

Figure 2. Diagrammatic sketch for air (or fuel) rib channels over each SOFC unit surfaces from
different angle views.
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The configuration of fuel flow manifolds distribution is labeled as ‘2in3out’. It means two inlet
manifolds in one side and three outlet manifolds in the opposite side. Similarly, there are blue arrows
for the air-flow directions, and the configuration of air flow manifold distribution is called as ‘2in3out’
too. Fig. 2 shows the flow path of rib channels over each SOFC unit surface in different angle views;
and the relevant geometric parameters are indicated in table 1.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, both the inlet/outlet manifolds and rib channels contribute to the whole
flow distributing path. The internal flow distributing process within the flow path can be assessed
through two levels. i) the flow distributing quality among the piled cell units. Two parallel inlet
manifolds lead the air/fuel into each cell unit; and then transport the excess flow to the next cell unit.
ii) the flow distributing quality among the rib channels. Flow paths over each cell unit consist of the
feed header, 22 rectangular flow channels divided by 21 solid ribs, and the exhaust header. When the
flow is induced into each cell unit, it is collected at feeding header firstly. Then it is further distributed
into the rib channels over the SOFC surface. Finally, the consumed air (or fuel) flow is collected in
exhaust header and pushed out to the outlet manifolds.
Table 1. Geometric parameters of a typical planar fuel cell stack corresponding to figure 1.
Components
MEA area

Fuel side

Air side

100 mm×107.5 mm 100 mm×107.5 mm

Height of the cell layer

6.0 mm

6.0 mm

Inlet/outlet manifolds (radius×height)

rin×4.5 mm

rin×4.5 mm

Feed header (width×height)

5 mm×107.5 mm

5 mm×107.5 mm

Solid Rib (width×height)

2.5 mm×1.5 mm

2.5 mm×1.5 mm

Rib Channel (width×height)

2.5 mm×1.5 mm

2.5 mm×1.5 mm

Exhaust header (width×height)

5 mm×107.5 mm

5 mm×107.5 mm

As illustrated in Fig. 3, this modular short stack structure can support four types of flow
arrangement patterns, and the relevant labels are collected in table 2. Taking Type 3 for example, the
flow arrangement pattern is co-flow with 2in3out for the air flow manifolds and 3in2out for the fuel
flow manifolds. Here, 2in3out means there are 2 inlet manifolds and 3 outlet manifolds located at the
opposite sides of the interconnect plate.
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Figure 3. Four types of flow arrangement patterns corresponding to the stack structure of figure 1.
Table 2. Types of flow arrangement patterns for the planar SOFC stack design in figure 1.
Type

Flow
arrangement

Configuration of air flow
manifolds

Configuration of fuel flow
manifolds

1

Counter-flow

2in3out

2in3out

2

Counter-flow

3in2out

3in2out

3

Co-flow

2in3out

3in2out

4

Co-flow

3in2out

2in3out

The 3D fluid dynamics models for the 20 cells modular short planar SOFC stacks with different
flow arrangement patterns are developed and calculated based on the mass continuity and momentum
conservation equations,


v
+   (u ) = 0 ,
(1)
t
v
 u
v v
+   (  u  u ) = −p +   ,
(2)
t
v
where u is flow velocity. p is local static pressure.  is stress tensor.  is flow density. The gas flow
within the stack is assumed to be ideal gas, and Sutherland’s law is used to evaluated the kinetic
viscosity of the air (or fuel) flow as,
1.5

 T  T +
     0  ,
(3)
 T0  T + 
where   is the Sutherland’s constant of species  which can be derived from reported experiment
0

datum (  air = 111 ,  H2 = 97 ,  H2O = 1064 at T0=273 K) [35]. 0 is pre-factor. Then, the viscosity of
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air and fuel flows at 1073 K can be calculated to be 4.16×10-5 and 2.1×10-5 kg m-1 s-1, respectively.
Three different boundary conditions are adopted during the calculating: i) the net total mass
flow rate at the inlet manifold entrances m&mix_in is fixed. Then, the inlet velocity the entrances can be

specified as uin = m&mix_in / (  Ain ) . Ain is the total cross section areas of all inlet manifold entrances; ii)
a reference pressure at the outlet manifold exit is addressed; iii) the no-slip boundary conditions are
used to the flow-wall boundaries.
For a SOFC stack with power output around 1 kW, the total air and fuel feeding rate are
&air_in =327 SLPM (standard liter per minute) and m&fuel_in =60.7 SLPM, respectively.
approximately m

m&air_in =

Nl iop AM air
Nl iop AM fuel
, m&fuel_in =
,
4 FO2 xO2
2 FH2 xH2

(4)

where xO2 = 21% is the mole fraction of oxygen in air. xH2 = 97% is the mole fraction of hydrogen in
hydrogen-steam fuel mixture. Nl = 20 is the number of unit cells in a modular stack. F is Faraday
constant. M air and M fuel are the molecular weights of air and fuel mixture, respectively. The average
current density through MEA is about iop = 7000 A m-2 with the oxygen utilization of O2 = 30% and
fuel utilization of H2 = 70%
Commercial software FLUENT is used for simulating the flow distributing characteristics
within the 20 cells modular SOFC stack. Reynolds numbers ( Re =  uD /  ) within the inlet manifolds
are estimated to determine the flow type (i.e., laminar flow model for Re<2000 and turbulent flow
model for Re  2000). The convergence target is set as 10-6.
2.2. Important parameters for the flow optimization
Generally, the following three factors are considered to be very important for a planar SOFC to
achieve high performance and long overall stack lifetime,
i)
Minimum flow rate among unit cells Γ: as a typical planar stack consists of several
piled cell units (shown in Fig. 1), each unit cell should produces similar total electric current. The unit
cell that gets the least reactant flow rate should play the major role in determining the overall stack
performance. Thus, the minimum reactant flow rate among the piled cell layers is a key factor to
represent gas flow distribution quality among the piled cell layers. It is defined as the stack flow
uniformity index,

 = min(m&l,1 : m&l, N ) ,
l

(5)

Denoting the mass-flow rate obtained by i-th unit cell unit as m&l ,i (1  i  Nl). The normalized
form can be got as m&l,i = m&l ,i / m&l . m&l is the mean flow rate among the piled cells (i.e., m&air_in / N l at the
air side, m&fuel_in / N l at the fuel side). Generally, using normalized item to present the flow distributing
quality can provide convenience in comparing the performances among the planar SOFC stack with
different designs, scales or operation parameters.
ii)
Pressure drop Δp: the pressure deviation between inlet manifold entrance and outlet
manifold exit is also an important factor to evaluate the quality of stack design. Because high net
pressure drop throughout the stack means that additional power would be consumed for driving
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compressors [19].
iii)
Standard deviation of the rib channel flow rates  c : the distribution quality of air/fuel
flow among rib channels is another important factor to determine SOFC stack performance. As
displayed in Fig. 2, the flow distributing channels over each cell layer surface are no longer connected
in series. As they are connected in parallel, the rib channel that received the minimum air/fuel flow rate
should not exclusively determine the cell unit performance. In contrary, minimal flow rate distributing
variation among the rib channels is the key factor to ensure the uniformly distribution of currentinduced degradation over the cell unit surface. This is important to reduce the temperature gradient
over the SOFC unit surface [36]. Thus, the standard deviation factor of mass flow rates among the rib
channels is defined to represent the flow distributing quality on single cell unit [23],
1/2

2
 1
N
 c =   j =c1 ( m&c, j − 1)  ,
(6)
 Nc

where N c = 22 is rib channel number within each repeat cell layer. Normalized item m&c , j can be

&c, j / ave(m
&c,1 : m&c, Nc ) , in which m&c , j is the mass flow rate obtained by the j-th
calculated by m&c , j = m
rib channel within each cell unit.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Table 3. Case indexes for the air/fuel flow path models with different geometric parameters.
Air flow paths
Case index

Configuration

rin (mm)

Header width (mm)

case 1-5

2in3out & rout=rin

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

5

case 6-10

3in2out & rout=rin

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

5

case 11-14

3in2out & rout=1.2rin

4, 5, 6, 7

5

case 15-17

2in3out & rout=rin

6

2.5, 10, 15

Fuel flow paths
Case index

Configuration

rin (mm)

Header width (mm)

case 21-25

2in3out & rout=rin

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

5

case 26-30

3in2out & rout=rin

4, 5, 6, 7, 8

5

case 31-34

3in2out & rout=1.2rin

4, 5, 6, 7

5

case 35-37

2in3out & rout=rin

6

2.5, 10, 15

case 38-40

3in2out & rout=1.2rin

6

2.5, 10, 15

The 20 cells modular short SOFC stack is designed to produce a power around 1 kW. 3D
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numerical models for the air and fuel flow paths are separately developed to investigate the effects of
several geometric factors (i.e., manifold configurations, inlet/outlet manifold radii, and feed/exhaust
header sizes) on the flow distributing qualities within the stack by both stack uniformity index on stack
level and standard deviation factor on cell unit level. Table 3 lists the relevant case indexes for the air
and fuel flow path models with different geometric parameters.
Taking the 3D air flow path model with 2in3out manifold configuration, rout =rin=4 mm (i.e.,
case 1) and m&air_in =327 SLPM as an example. Fig. 4a shows the corresponding 3D flow field model of
air flow path within the 20 cells stack. Then, around 1.6 million hexahedral meshes are addressed to
the 3D model to figure out the detail flow characteristics within the flow path accurately.
In Fig. 4b, the relevant static pressure p distribuion within the air flow path refferening to the 0
pressure at the outlet manifold exit is figured out. As shown in the figure, p within both inlet and outlet
manifolds increases along the y direction. Thus, the result demonstrates that the planar stack adopted
the U-type manifold configuration, instead of Z-type configuration, is promising to get similar pressure
drop p throughout each piled cell unit. This pressure drop equals to the pressure difference between
the inlet and outlet manifold sides. Similar pressure drop among the piled cell units means there are
uniform air mass flow distribution among the piled cell layers.
The relevant normalized air flow rate distributions among the piled 20 cell units is shown in
Fig. 5a. m&l,i is the normalized air mass-flow rate got by i-th cell layer. As described above, using
normalized item to present the flow distributing quality can provide convenience in comparison among
different stack designs. This air flow distributing quality is apparently better than that obtained basing
on the 2in3out Z-type 20 cells stack as reported by Chen [8]. However, the air flow path with manifold
configuration 2in3out, rout =rin=4 mm (i.e., case 1) and m&air_in =327 SLPM still leads to a poor air flow
distribution quality on stack level.

Figure 4. a) The 3D air flow field model within the 20-cell stack for case 1 labeled in table 3; b) the
corresponding static pressure distribution within the air flow path.
There exist quite difference air flow rates between the first (near the manifold inlets) and last
unit cells (20-th cell). The first unit cell gets the highest air mass flow rate, and 17-th unit cell gets the
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lowest air flow rate as only 0.86 of the average mass flow rate. Therefore, the stack flow uniformity
index for the case 1 stack is Γ = 0.86. As the cell that receives the least amount of gas flow rate may
play the main role in affecting the overall SOFC stack performance, further parameters optimizing is
essential to achieve a higher air flow distribution quality.
3.1. Optimization of stack level flow distribution
3.1.1. Air flow path
Fig. 5 compares the air flow rate m&l,i distributing profile among the 20 cells, while different
manifold configurations and inlet/outlet manifold radii are adopted. The corresponding stack flow
uniformity index Γ and the pressure drop throughout the whole stack are compared and discussed to
achieve the proper SOFC performance.
For the 2in3out manifold configuration with rout =rin, Fig. 5a compares the m&l,i among the 20
unit cells for cases 1-5 in table 3 (i.e., the radii of the inlet/outlet manifolds rin=rout=4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
mm, listed). Generally, this 2in3out manifold configuration can be used in those modular short stacks
with flow arrangement of type 1 (counter-flow with 2in3out for air flow path and 2in3out for fuel flow
path) or type 3 (co-flow with 2in3out for air flow path and 3in2out for fuel flow path), as illustrated in
table 2.
From Fig. 5a, we can get that the air flow distributing uniformity on stack level will increase
with the increasing inlet/outlet manifold radii, while keep the air feed rate amount m&air_in =327 SLPM.
When the inlet/outlet manifold radii increase from 4 mm to 8 mm, stack flow uniformities index Γ are
0.86, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96 and 0.97, respectively, and the relevant pressure drop Δp are 274, 190, 153, 132
and 115 Pa, respectively.
Generally, one important consideration in SOFC stack structure designing is that “how to
achieve the high flow uniformly distribution with a low total pressure drop between the inlet manifold
entrance and outlet manifold exit”. Fortunately, the calculated result shows that increasing the
inlet/outlet manifold radii may not only increase the stack uniformity Γ, but also can decrease the total
stack pressure drop Δp. This conclusion is also consistent with the reported results [37]. Because of
that the air flow rates obtained by cells are mainly determined by the pressure differences between the
inlet and outlet manifolds. While the inlet/outlet manifolds radii increase, both the fluid velocities
manifolds and pressure variation within the manifold decreases greatly.
Fig. 5b shows the normalized air flow rate distribution among the piled 20 unit cells in 3in2out
manifold configuration with different inlet/outlet manifold radii. This manifold configuration model
can be used in the modular short stack with flow arrangement of type 2 or type 4 as defined in table 2.
As listed in table 3 case indexes 6 to 10 indicate the inlet/outlet manifold radii rout =rin=4, 5, 6, 7 and 8
mm, respectively. Obviously, comparing with the 2in3out manifold configuration cases, the 3in2out
manifold configuration will lead to a smaller flow uniformity index and a higher total pressure drop on
stack level. The relevant stack flow uniformity index Γ are collected in table 4 for further comparing in
the following section.
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Fig. 5c shows the air flow rate distribution conditions for the stack with 3in2out manifold
configuration and a larger outlet manifold radius cases rout =1.2 rin. It clearly shows that using a larger
outlet manifold radius can improve the air flow distributing uniformity among the cell units and reduce
the pressure drop throughout the whole stack.

a
)

b
)

c
)

Figure 5. Air mass flow rate distributing profiles among the piled 20 cells for different flow manifold
configurations, a) 2in3out with rout =rin, b) 3in2out with rout =rin; c) 3in2out with rout =1.2rin.
Table 4. Uniformity index for the stacks with different air flow manifold configurations and radii.
Manifold configuration

rin=4 rin =5 rin =6 rin =7 rin =8 Support flow arrangement type

2in3out with rout =rin



0.86

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.97

Type 1 and 3

3in2out with rout =rin



0.32

0.50

0.65

0.77

0.85

Type 2 and 4

3in2out with rout =1.2rin



0.56

0.68

0.80

0.88

Type 2 and 4

*The unit for rin is mm.
Table 4 summarizes the stack flow uniformity index Γ of three different manifold
configurations: 2in3out with rout =rin, 3in2out with rout =rin, and 3in2out with rout =1.2rin. For the 20
cells modular short planar SOFC stack with the same inlet and outlet manifold radii, adopting the
2in3out air flow manifold configuration can lead to higher uniformity index Γ and lower pressure drop
Δp than those adopting 3in2out manifold configuration. Additionally, increasing the inlet and outlet
manifolds can improve the air flow distributing qualities on stack level. For the 2in3out air flow
manifold configuration with rout =rin, while rin>=6 mm, all the piled cell unit can obtained an air mass
flow rate above 90% of the average value. For stack adopting the 3in2out air flow manifold
configuration, choosing a large outlet manifold radius is considered to be an effective way to increase
the stack flow uniformity.
3.1.2. Fuel flow path
Fig. 6 compares the fuel flow rate distributing profiles among piled 20 unit cells, while
different manifold configurations and manifold radii are used. The case indexes and corresponding
parameters are indicated in table 3. Fig. 6a shows the obtained normalized fuel mass flow rates
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distributions among the piled cells for the 2in3out manifold configuration with rout =rin. This manifold
configuration can be used in the flow arrangement patterns of Type 1 and type 4. Cases 21~25 are
related to manifold radii from 4 to 8 mm, respectively. Fig. 6b shows the obtained normalized fuel
mass flow rates distributions among the piled 20 cells for the 3in2out manifold configuration with rout
=rin (i.e., cases 26~30), and Fig. 6c for the 3in2out manifold configuration with a larger outlet radii rout
=1.2rin (i.e., cases 31~34). These results also well support the previous conclusion that enlarging the
inlet/outlet manifold cross section areas would improve the distributing quality of air flow feeding
rates among the piled 20-cells.

a
)

b
)

c
)

Figure 6. The distributing profiles of the obtained fuel mass flow rate among the piled 20 cells with
different fuel flow manifold configurations, a) 2in3out with rout =rin; b) 3in2out with rout =rin; c)
3in2out with rout =1.2rin.
The calculated stack uniformity indexes are collected in table 5. For rout =rin case, it shows that
adopting the 2in3out manifold configuration would lead to a higher uniformity index and lower
pressure drop than those stacks adopting the 3in2out configuration. This conclusion is well supported
by the reported results in reference [8]. The inlet/outlet manifold radii around 6 mm are concluded to
be a proper choice for the 20 cells SOFC stack to have a stack uniformity index of fuel flow
distribution among the piled cell units above 0.9. Increasing the outlet manifold radius of the 3in2out
configuration can improve the stack performance. For a larger outlet radius rout =1.2 rin where rin=6
mm, the stack uniformity index 0.95 can be achieved.
Table 5. Uniformity index for the stacks with different fuel flow manifold configurations and radii.
Manifold configuration

rin=4 rin =5 rin =6 rin =7 rin =8 Support flow arrangement type

2in3out with rout =rin



0.77

0.89

0.94

0.96

0.98

Type 1 & 4

3in2out with rout =rin



0.71

0.86

0.92

0.95

0.97

Type 2 & 3

3in2out with rout =1.2rin



0.80

0.90

0.95

0.97

Type 2 & 3

* The unit rin are Pa and mm, respectively.
Based on the calculated results summarized in tables 4 and 5, the following conclusions the 20
cells modular short planar SOFC stack with counter-flow or co-flow arrangement patterns can be
reached:
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i)
The best counter-flow arrangement pattern for the 20 cells modular SOFC stack is Type
1, in which 2in3out manifold configuration is chosen for air flow path, and 2in3out manifold
configuration for fuel flow path. The proper inlet and outlet manifold radii around 6 mm can well
satisfy both the air/fuel flow distributing qualities and volumetric power density.
ii)
The best co-flow arrangement pattern is Type 3, in which 2in3out manifold
configuration is chosen for the air flow path, and 3in2out manifold configuration for the fuel flow
pathe. Certainly, the 3in2out manifold configuration with rout =1.2rin is considered to be a better choice,
compared with the 3in2out manifold configuration with rout =rin. A inlet manifold radius around 6 mm
is considered to be a proper value to well satisfy both the air/fuel flow distributing qualities and
volumetric power density..
3.2. Optimizing the flow distribution quality among rib channels
Not only flow rate distributing quality among piled 20 cell layers, but also the flow rate
distributing quality among the rib channels over each cell unit surface can greatly affect SOFC stack
performance and its working lifetime. Distributing the flow rate evenly over each SOFC unit surface
through rib channels is essential to achieve uniform electrochemical performance over the MEA and
reducing the temperature gradient. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the manifold configuration, feed/exhaust
header width, rib channel height, length and width, can affect the flow distributing quality among the
rib channels. Although increasing the rib channel length or reducing the rib channel height can
improve the mass flow rates distributing uniformity among the rib channels, it also will lead to a
higher flow resistance. As reported by Lee [38], the serpentine flow field pattern shown better flow
distributing quality than that in convenient parallel flow field pattern. Tran had reviewed many
different flow filed designs over the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell surfaces and concluded
that multi-pass serpentine flow field could support more uniform gas distributions on cell unit level
[39]. However, adopting the serpentine flow field will increase the flowing resistance within rib
channels; and this means additional pump is required. In this section, we would optimize the
feed/exhaust header width to achieve the high quality mass flow rate distribution among the rib
channels. Generally, although adjusting the feed/exhaust header width may not greatly affect the total
pressure drop within the stack, it would greatly affect the flow distributing quality among the rib
channels
3.2.1 Header width for air manifold configuration 2in3out
Fig. 7 illustrates the effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the normalized air mass
flow rates distributions for 2in3out manifold configuration with rout =rin=6 mm. In Fig. 7a the
calculated result seems that the air flow distributions among the piled 20 unit layers are insensitive to
the change of the feed/exhaust header width. Fig. 7b shows the dependence of air flow distributions
among the rib channels on the feed/exhaust header widths. Obviously, the air flow distribution quality
on cell unit level will be greatly affected by the feed/exhaust header width. The rib channels at both
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corners (i.e., the first and 22-th channels) will get the minimal air mass flow rates. Increasing the
feed/exhaust header width can greatly improve the air mass flow distributing quality among the rib
channels. When the feed/exhaust header widths increase from 2.5 to 15 mm, the normalized air mass
flow rates obtained by the first and 22-th channels will increase from 0.83 to 0.96 of the average mass
flow rates. Since all the rib channels over each cell unit surface are connected in parallel, standard
deviation factor  c is considered to be a more effective factor to indicate the air flow distribution
quality among the rib channels.
For the feed/exhaust header widths of 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 mm, the standard deviation factors  c
for the air mass flow rates obtained by the rib channels are 0.107, 0.047, 0.024 and 0.017, respectively.
The standard deviation factor decreases with the increasing feed/exhaust header width; and a
feed/exhaust header width larger than 10 mm can be considered as a proper width for the 20 cells
modular short SOFC stack with the 2in3out air manifold configuration to achieve reasonable good air
flow distribution quality among the rib channels.

a)

b)

Figure 7. Effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the air flow distribution qualities on both
stack and cell unit levels for the case of 2in3out air manifold configuration with rout =rin=6 mm,
a) normalized air mass flow rates among the 20 unit cells; b) normalized air mass flow rates
among the rib channels.
3.2.2 Header width for fuel manifold configurations 2in3out and 3in2out
Similar, Fig. 8 shows the effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the normalized fuel
mass flow rates distributions for the 2in3out manifold configuration with rout =rin=6 mm. Fig. 8a shows
that the fuel flow rates among the piled 20 cells is not sensitive to the variation of feed/exhaust header
width. Fig. 8b shows the effects of the feed/exhaust header width on normalized fuel mass flow rates
m&c , j among the rib channels. Obviously, the feed/exhaust headers will greatly affect the distribution
quality of the fuel mass flow rates obtained by the rib channels. While the feed/exhaust header width
increase from 2.5 mm to 15 mm, the fuel mass flow rates obtained by the first and 22-th rib channels
increase from 0.78 to 0.96 of the mean fuel mass flow rates. The standard deviation factors  c are
0.113, 0.055, 0.027 and 0.019, while the feed/exhaust header widths are set to 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 mm,
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respectively. Then, a feed/exhaust header width larger than 10 mm is also considered to be a proper
value for the 20 cells modular short planar SOFC stack with 2in3out fuel manifold configuration to
achieve a standard deviation factors less than 0.027.
Fig. 9 shows the effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the fuel flow distribution
qualities on both stack and cell unit levels for the case of 3in2out rout =1.2rin and rin =6 mm, The
relevant standard deviation factors  c are 0.098, 0.047, 0.024 and 0.017, while the feed/exhaust
header widths equal to 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 mm, respectively. Obviously, the rib channel configurations
and the feed/exhaust header widths are two important geometric factors to affect the air flow
distributing quality among the rib channels (or over each cell unit surface).
a)

b)

Figure 8. Effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the fuel flow distribution qualities on both
stack and cell unit levels for the case of 2in3out air manifold configuration with rout =rin=6 mm,
a) normalized fuel mass flow rates among 20 unit cells; b) normalized fuel mass flow rates
among rib channels.
a)

b)

Figure 9. Effects of various feed/exhaust header widths on the fuel flow distribution qualities on both
stack and cell unit levels for the case of 3in2out rout =1.2rin and rin =6 mm, a) mass flow rates
among 20 unit cells; b) mass flow rates among rib channels.

As reported by Duy, although adjusting the cross-sectional area of gas flow channel could
affect the flow distributing quality over cell unit surface, it would also greatly influence the pressure
drop within the stack [40]. However, from the optimized result in this section we can get that although
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adjusting the feed/exhaust header widths will affect the air flow districting quality among the rib
channels, both the air flow distributing quality on stack level and total pressure drop throughout the
whole stack will be not sensitive to this geometric adjustment.
Table 6 conclusively summarizes the standard deviation factors of m&c , j for various manifold
configurations with different feed/exhaust header widths; and the following conclusions can be
achieved.
i)
Type 3 will be the best co-flow arrangement pattern chooses for this 20 cells modular
stack, the proper optimized air flow path is case 16, in which the inlet/outlet radii are 6 mm, and the
feed/exhaust header widths are 10 mm. The best fuel flow path is case 39 with the feed/exhaust header
widths of 10 mm, and the stack uniformity index is 0.94 and standard deviation factor is 0.024.
ii)
Type 1 will be the best counter-flow arrangement chooses for this 20-cells modular stack.
The best air flow path is case 16, in which the inlet/outlet radii are 6 mm and the feed/exhaust header
widths are 10 mm. The stack uniformity index is 0.94, standard deviation factor is 0.024, and the
pressure drop is 153 Pa. The best fuel flow path is case 36, in which the inlet/outlet radii are 6 mm and
the feed/exhaust header widths are 10 mm. The stack uniformity index is 0.94 and standard deviation
factor is 0.027.
Table 6 Standard deviation factor for the distribution of the mass flow rates obtained by the rib
channels
Air flow manifold: 2in3out with rout =rin=6 mm
Header width (mm)

2.5

5

10

15

σc

0.107

0.047

0.024

0.017

Fuel flow manifold: 2in3out with rout =rin=6 mm
Header width (mm)

2.5

5

10

15

σc

0.113

0.055

0.027

0.019

Fuel flow manifold: 3in2out with rout =1.2rin, rin=6 mm
Header width (mm)

2.5

5

10

15

σc

0.098

0.047

0.024

0.017

4. CONCLUSIONS
The 3D large scale computational fluid dynamic models for the air and fuel flow paths within
the 0.5~1.5 kW modular short planar SOFC stack with 20 unit cells were developed. They were used
to compare and optimize the air and fuel paths of these SOFC stacks at both stack and unit cell levels.
The stack uniformity index which was the least gas flow rate obtained by the 20 unit cells, pressure
drop, and the standard deviation factor of gas mass flow rates obtained by the rib channels were used
to characterize the qualities of flow distributions within the air and fuel flow paths. Geometric
parameters, such as the manifold configurations, inlet/outlet manifold radii and feed/exhaust header
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widths are investigated; and the optimized geometric parameters for these modular short planar SOFC
stack with both counter- or co-flow arrangement patterns were concluded.
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